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ABSTRACT

A technique devised by the linguist Robin Cooper provides a
means of describing quantifier scope without the need for otherwise
unmotivated syntactic ambiguity. It can be shown that certain com-
plex noun phrases may exhibit quantifier scope ambiguity, but that
Cooper's strategy tends to overgenerate in such cases. A consideration
of the reasons for this suggests a modification of Cooper's theory
which overcomes the problem. The result is a principled approach to
quantifier scope generation which is more restrictive than 'naive' tech-
niques in that it predicts fewer readings. The strategy offers computa-
tional benefits which may make it more suitable for implementation in
natural language processing systems.
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1. Introduction

Certain kinds of ambiguity in natural languages arise from the interaction of

quantified noun phrases. According to the grammar of PTQ [Montague 1974b]. a

sentence such as John seeks a unicorn has two interpretations depending soley on the

scope assigned to the quantified noun phrase a unicorn. In fact the sentence is

regarded as syntactically ambiguous, having the two distinct analysis trees shown

below. The analysis in (la) is intended to represent the so-called narrow-scope, or de

dicto reading on which John has no particular unicorn in mind, whilst ( lb)

corresponds to the wide-scope, or de re interpretation.

)a. b.

John seeks a unicorn John seeks a unicorn

John seek a unicorn a unicorn John seeks

seek a unicorn a unicorn John seek him*

a unicorn seek he0

The advantage of disambiguating natural language in this way is that it allows

semantic interpretation to be treated as a function: a one-one mapping from struc-

I would like to thank. Gerald GazdaT, Stuart Shicbcr and Hans Uszkoreit for comments and
discussions relating to this paper.
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tural descriptions to objects in a suitable domain of discourse [Montague 1974a].

The signal disadvantage is that structural ambiguity may not always be well-

motivated on syntactic grounds.

The linguist Robin Cooper was able to show that the need for such syntactic

disambiguation could be avoided without losing the essence of Montague's approach

[Cooper 1975]. Cooper chose to define semantic interpretation not as a function, but

as a relation between structures and meanings. Following PTQ. in [Cooper 1975] this

relation is defined in two stages: structural descriptions are first translated into one

or more expressions of intensional logic (IL) and these latter are then given a fairly

standard model-theoretic interpretation. Cooper has since provided a more

comprehensive version of his theory which rejects translation in favour of direct

interpretation of phrase structure [Cooper 1983]. It is arguable that direct interpreta-

tion emphasizes that what is being defined is a meaning relation. However, for ease

of exposition the presentation of Cooper's strategy given in this paper will be more

in the spirit of his earlier work. We shall thus be concerned with a technique for

translating structural descriptions into IL. It is important to note that the criticisms

of Cooper's strategy and the modifications subsequently proposed carry over just as

well to the later theory.

In the rest of this paper Cooper's strategy is looked at in more detail. Particu-

lar attention is paid to the technique used to relate parse trees to logical expressions,

and this is outlined in the next section. Following a consideration of quantifier

scope ambiguity arising in noun phrases, in section 3 it will be demonstrated that

Cooper's strategy can give rise to incorrect results. The reasons for this are discussed

and a solution proposed in section 4. Finally , in section 5 the advantages of imple-

menting the revised strategy in natural language processing systems are briefly con-

sidered.
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2. Cooper Storage.

Coopers's strategy will be illustrated informally with a simple example, the

translation of John seeks a unicorn. As a basis for translation, the syntax tree in

(2) should suffice.

(2)

NP VP

John V NP

seeks DET N

a unicorn

The adopted strategy will be to work from the leaves to the root, assigning

interpretations to successively higher nodes. In accordance with the principle of

semantic compositionality. the interpretation associated with some given node in the

tree will always be a function of the interpretations of its daughters. An interpre-

tation of a phrase structure node is itself a n-place sequence, the first element of

which is a suitable denotation for the node in question: in this paper an expression

of IL. Subsequent elements, if any. represent stored binding operators. Each binding

operator is derived from the denotation of a previously encountered NP node and

carries a unique index. Indexes themselves refer to free variables occurring in the

denotation assigned to the node.

For example, the interpretation for the DET node will be the one-place sequence

<a*>. The first, and only element of this sequence is the denotation of the deter-

miner a and there are no binding operators in store. Similarly, the interpretation

associated with the N node in (2) will be the one-place sequence <unicorn '> .
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To obtain an interpretation for the NP a unicorn the interpretations of the DET

and N nodes must now be combined. This is achieved by combining the denotations

for the nodes after the fashion of PTQ. and forming a new sequence with the

resulting expression as first element. Any binding operators in store at either the

DET or N nodes are also to be included in the interpretation. In this case there are

none, and the result is therefore a new one-place sequence <a*(unicornO>.

Once the V node has been assigned the interpretation <seek*>, the VP node
*

may be dealt with. At this point according to Cooper, the option of storing the NP

translation also arises. Ignoring this alternative for the moment, the result of com-

bining the V and NP interpretations will be <seek^~a'(unicorn'))>. Next, the NP

John is assigned the interpretation < XPJP{j}> which may be combined with that of

the VP to yield < seek*Ca*(uniconif)Xj) > as the interpretation associated with the S

node. Since there are no binding operators in store, the denotation

seekfatunicornOXj) may be regarded as a valid translation for the whole tree.

Note that it corresponds to the narrow-scope, osr de dicto reading of the sentence.

To generate the de re reading translation proceeds just as before until the

option of storing the translation of a unicorn arises. At this point the NP-Storage

rule is invoked:

NP-Storage:
If o( is an NP node with meaning (i.e. denotation) c<\ then the sequence
< APJPfx^ }Jex']'L > . for some unique index L , is a valid interpretation for
that node. (The variable x^ will be called an address variable).

Application of this rule associates with the NP node an additional interpretation

< APJ?{xD IXa'diiiicornOlo >» where x 0 is the chosen address variable. Combining

this new sequence with that of the V node <seek*>, gives rise to a further

interpretation for the whole VP <seek*CXP.P{xD })JV(unicoriiO]D > . It should be

noted that the stored binding operator derived from the NP translation is carried up

the tree to the VP node. Similarly, combining the NP interpretation with that of
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John, <XPJP{j}>, yields a new interpretation for the sentence as a whole

<seek'CAPJP{x0 }Xj)Ia^mucorn')]o > .

This time there is a binding operator in store corresponding to the meaning of

the NP node. Furthermore the partial translation seekt*XP-PUo }Xj) contains a free

occurrence of the address variable x 0 . In order to complete the translation it is

necessary to retrieve the binding operator by a process which will here be named

Storage Retrieval. An appropriate retrieval rule for S nodes is given below.

S-Retrieval:
If ex is an S node and the sequence <4>$ <fx J^NP*]* , C"1 > is an interpretation
for o<, then the sequence <NP*CAxi .$>), a"4 cr* > is also an interpretation for
ex. (Where (T1 and cT1 are sequences of stored binding operators and >̂ is
an expression of IL)

Applying S-Retrieval yields the one-place sequence

<a^unicorn0CAxo .seek/C APJP{x0 }Xj))>. The denotation thus constitutes a

further translation for the whole tree. Assuming the usual PTQ translation for the

determiner a it may be reduced to the logically equivalent (3). which corresponds to

the wide-scope, or de re reading as required.

(3)

In this way both interpretations of the sentence John seeks a unicorn may be

obtained without the need for otherwise unmotivated syntactic ambiguity.

The technique may also be applied to cases where ambiguity arises from the interac-

tion of two or more quantified NP's. For example, one possible representation for every

man finds a unicorn is shown below.

(4) <&nd^APJP{xe}Xx1)Ievery^m&n0]o latunicornOlj >

In this instance there are two stored binding operators, and two address variables (x o and

x t ) occur unbound in the partial translation. To empty the store it is therefore necessary

to apply the S-Retrieval rule twice. But now note that there are two ways of going about

this. Either the binding operator corresponding to every man may first be retrieved, fol-
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lowed by that of a unicorn, or alternatively the opposite ordering may be chosen. Which-

ever way. the result will be a one-place sequence, and in both cases the expression of IL

will be a valid translation for the sentence. The two translations will however differ in

the relative scope assignments to the NP denotations every*(xnanO and a'(unicorn'), and

accordingly represent different model-theoretic interpretations.

3. Complex Noun Phrases and Scope Ambiguity.

Noun, phrases often exhibit a fair degree of structure involving modifiers such as

adjectival phrases and relative clauses, and complements including prepositional phrases,

non-finite verb phrases and that clauses [Chomsky 1970], [Gazdar et al 1985]. It is

interesting to note that where the structure is rich enough, quantifier scope ambiguities

may show up apparently similar to those arising in clauses. The NP's italicised in (5a) to

(5d) exhibit such ambiguity.

(5)

a. An agent of every company arrived

b. They disqualified a player belonging to every team.

c. Every attempt to find a unicorn has failed miserably.

d. Fortunately, every recommendation that a hospital be demolished was ignored.

The NP italicised in (5a) involves a PP acting as a complement of the noun agent.

There are clearly two distinct readings: one on which there is a single agent, as well as

the perhaps more natural interpretation involving many agents, one for each company.

The ambiguity presumably arises from the scope given to the quantified NP every com-

pony. Likewise in (5b) there may be a single player or many. In this case a quantified NP

every team occurs as a constituent of a modifying VP.

The examples in (5c) and (5d) illustrate cases involving VP and S complements

respectively. In (5c) both de dicto (no particular unicorn) and de re (one, alternatively

many unicorns) readings seem to be available. In this respect there is a striking similarity

between (5c) and the sentence John seeks a unicorn. The italicised NP of {5d) evinces the

same kind of semantic ambiguity.



The foregoing examples indicate a rather general phenomenon operating across a

variety of structures. In each case it appears that an embedded quantified NP may plausi-

bly be given overall wide-scope with respect to the entire NP. Admittedly, for many

NP's similar to those above, narrow-scope readings often seem to be preferred. On the

whole it appears that examples involving PP modifiers or complements give rise to wide-

scope readings most readily. It is a little harder to find convincing examples where VP

modification or complementation occurs, and quite difficult in the case of S complements

and relative clauses. Why this should be so is not immediately obvious and merits

further attention, but for the present it will be accepted that with more or less ease,

wide-scope readings may be obtained in sufficiently many cases to justify some kind of

general treatment.

Consider now the examples in (6) below.

(6)

a. John seeks an agent of a company.

b. John seeks a company agent.

Given that the NP's italicised in (6a) and (6b) might initially appear synonymous, it

is rather surprising to find that sentence (6a) may be read in three different ways. Not

only can the object term be given de dicto and de re interpretations as in (6b), but addi-

tionally a company may be read wide of seek, whilst an agent (of it) retains narrow-scope.

This might be paraphrased: 'There is a particular company such that John seeks some or

other agent of that company*. Here there is evidence that the scope assigned to an embed-

ded NP is relatively independent of that given to the larger NP. This fact must be prop-

erly accounted for by any proposed translation strategy.

Suppose that Cooper's strategy is adopted to induce an appropriate set of transla-
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tions for (6a). It can first be assumed that the sentence has the structure shown below.

(7)

John

of a company

By analogy with the translation of John seeks a unicorn given in section 2, it i:

immediately clear that a de dido reading for an agent of a company may be obtainec

without invoking the NP-Storage rule. Similarly, if it is chosen to store the whole object

NP. then S-Retrieval will lead to the de re interpretation. In order to obtain the third

reading mentioned above it is necessary to store the embedded NP a company as in (8) [l].

(8) <atagent*CXPJP{xo}))IatcompanyO]0 >

Translation now continues as for the narrow-scope reading, with the result that the S

node has the following sequence assigned to it.

(9) <seek*Ca*(agent'CAP&{xo }))Xj)Xatcompany)]o >

This completed, the stored binding operator may be retrieved giving a company

wide-scope, whilst an agent(of it) remains narrow with respect to seek.

So far then, it appears that Cooper Storage works, but closer inspection reveals that

[l] . The analysis of relational nouns assumed here is that of [Gazdar et al 1985]. A relational
loun such aj agent will (logically speaking) be of type < <s,Type{NP)>r<c,t> >, that is, a
'unction from the intensions of term phrases to /st,t? of individuals. It should further be noted
:hat the preposition of is to be treated as the identity function on term phrases.
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there is a further reading for (6a) licenced by the storage mechanism. This involves stor-

ing both the denotation of a company as well as that of the larger NP of which it forms a

part.

Starting with the interpretation previously obtained for an agent of a company shown

in (8) above, NP-Storage is now invoked for a second time to yield the further three-

place sequence shown in (10).

(10) <XQ.Q{xx }Xa^(agent^XPJP{xe>}))]ij:a
>(company>)](>>

Combining this with the meaning of the V node, and the result with that of John pro-

duces a new interpretation to be associated with the sentence as a whole.

(11) <seck^XQ.Q{xJXj)IatagentOPJP{x0}))] tXatcompany')]0>

The resulting sequence has two binding operators in store, but it is notable that the

expression seek^CxQ.Qtxj }Xj) contains only one free address variable (xx). The second

address variable x o , occurs free in the binding operator [a*(agent*CAPJ?{x&}))]1.

An immediate consequence of this is that the S-Retrieval rule is no longer

guaranteed to produce sensible results. To see that this is so, it may be noted that if

[a*(company*)]o is retrieved first, then the resulting translation will be as shown in

(12a). Substituting the PTQ translation for the determiner a and simplifying, this reduces

to the logically equivalent (12b).

(12)

a. a^agentOPJP{x0))XAAx l .a
>(coinpany'X^x0^eekOQ.Q(x i}Xj)))

b.

Roughly speaking, the problem with this 'translation' is that it still contains a free

occurrence of the address variable x 0 . This is since the retrieval of the translation of a

company made it impossible to bind the variable with the lambda abstraction operator as

would normally happen.

It is easily seen that performing retrieval in the opposite order does not lead to the

same problem, since both address variables become bound. The translation and its



simplified equivalent are shown in (13a) and (13b) respectively [2].

(13)
a. a*companyOCAx0 .a'Ugent'CAP J>{xo ))X~A xx .seek'CAQ.QU x }X j)))

b.

4. Nested Cooper Storage.

From the foregoing discussion it should be clear that Cooper Storage depends for its

success on the way in which address variables are utilised during translation. Intuitively,
«

each address variable acts as a kind of semantic place-holder, relating an indexed binding

operator to the role it will eventually play in the final translation. To illustrate, the

representation for every man finds a unicorn is reproduced in (14) below. Inspection of the

address variables reveals that the 'something doing the finding' corresponds in some sense

to the stored item every*dnan>), whilst the 'thing being found' corresponds to

a*(iinicoroO.

(14) <fiLndTAP.P{xo}Xx Jlevery'dnanOJoIa^unicornOli >

The interpretation of John seeks an agent of a company, which is reproduced in (15),

may be read in a similar fashion. Here the 'thing being sought' corresponds to

a*(agent'CAPJP{xo})), but notice that the role of accompany*), indicated by the address

variable x o , is 'that thing the agent is an agent of. Importantly, it does not play a

(direct) role in the expression seek'CAQ.Qfx^Xj) as evidenced by the absence of the

address variable x 0 .

(15)

The problem thus seems to be that the S-Retrieval rule is insensitive to the precise

roles of the stored NP translations which it must operate on. In (15) there is nothing to

prevent [accompany*)]o being retrieved first, despite the fact that it has no direct contri-

[2]. The observant reader will have noticed that the interpretation obtained in this way is
synonymous with the de re reading already mentioned. This is since the NP an agent of a
company is itself unambiguous. Ambiguous NP's (e.g. an agent of every company) would give rise
to distinct readings.
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bution to make to the partially complete sentential translation.

The obvious solution would be to amend the S-Retrieval rule so that it checks for

the free occurrence of an address variable, prior to retrieving a given NP translation. An

appropriate formulation is the following:

S-Retrieval (with free variable check):
If ex is an S node and the sequence <<}>, crMiNP'L, <r*> is an interpretation for ©e. and
Xi occurs unbound in j>, then the sequence <NP*CAx; .$),<ri<rt> is also an interpre-
tation for oc.

Aside* from the fact that the new rule relies on a purely syntactic property of the

logic used (i.e. whether or not an arbitrary expression of IL contains a given free vari-

able), there is at least one place where it may still fail to produce sensible results. Such a

case would be the sentence given in (16a) below, where the pronoun him is to be read

co-referentially with a boy. The reason is that the usual translation given to a pronoun is

an expression of the form XQ.Q(x^), for some free variable x^. To produce a logical

translation for the sentence having the required interpretation this variable must be cap-

tured as a result of performing Storage Retrieval for the binding operator corresponding

to a boy. A possible interpretation for (16a) which would achieve this is given in (16b),

with him translated as XQ.QlXo). [3].

(16)

a. Every sister of a boy hates him.

b.
c.

d. Vx[sister>(AAPJP{xo}Xx>«>Ey{:boy>(y)&hate^AQ.Q{y}Xx)II

If every sister (of him) is retrieved first then everything works out fine, with the

result as shown in (16c). This reading might be paraphrased: 'there is some particular boy

and every sister of his hates him*. On the other hand, since x o now occurs free in

hate'CXQ.Q{xo}Xx1) on account of the translation of him, then the amended S-Retrieval

[3] Clearly this Is not intended to be a particularly sophisticated treatment of pronouns, for
one thing the translation of him given in the text makes no attempt to deal with matters of
gender agreement. However, it does serve to illustrate the point.
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rule can still apply first to a boy leading to the anomalous (I6d). A possible paraphrase

for the latter would be: 'Every sister of him hates a boy*.

Fortunately there is an alternative approach to translation which neither relies on

syntactic properties of the logic, nor falls foul of pronouns. The proposed solution is to

introduce just enough structure into the store to make explicit the order in which binding

operators may be retrieved. Similar suggestions have been made by Elizabet Engdahl

[Engdahl 1980. 1986] in her work on the semantics of questions. To begin with a new

NP-Storage rule is required:

NP-Storage (Nested Store):
If c* is an NP node, and the sequence <c<\<f> is an interpretation for o<. then the
sequence <XPJP{x^ )X<^'»(r>]*.> for some unique index i is also an interpretation
for oe.

Rather than simply putting the denotation of an NP node into store, along with any-

thing else that happens to be there, the revised rule creates a completely new store and

places in it the whole interpretation for the NP: <oc\<f>. The intention is to record the

fact that any binding operator in the sequence <r has a direct role to play in the expres-

sion ex , though not necessarily in any larger expression prior to retrieving <x itself.

Clearly a new S-Retrieval rule is also required:

S-Retrieval (Nested Store):
If oc is an S node and the sequence <^>,cr1j[<p,<r>]i,(r

z> is an interpretation for^c,
then so is the sequence <f3CXx; •^),<5*1<**cr1>.

The modified S-Retrieval rule need make no reference to free variables. Note that

whenever some item p is retrieved from store, then its associated sequence of binding

operators 6* is 'added* to the items remaining in store at the S node. This Storage Promo-

tion, to give it a name, ensures that anything stored during the translation of £ becomes

accessible to the S-Retrieval rule once £ itself has been retrieved. Significantly. S-

Retrieval cannot apply to the sequence of stored binding operators associated with 3

prior to Storage Promotion.

To see how this works in practice the troublesome example of section 3 — John
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seeks an agent of a company — will be re-analysed. It will be remembered that Cooper's

strategy failed when both NP denotations were stored. This lead to the possibility of

retrieving the denotation of a company first, resulting in a spurious interpretation of the

sentence. Before describing how the new storage strategy overcomes this problem, it

should first be checked that the three valid readings can still be obtained.

Firstly it is clear that without invoking NP-Storage the narrow-scope reading of the

sentence may be obtained as before. Modulo some very minor changes of detail, the

wide-scope interpretation is also produced as previously with a single application of NP-

Storage to the whole object term. Likewise, the third reading (on which a company is read

de re) will result just in case NP-Storage is only applied to the embedded NP.

Choosing to store both NP denotations, the sequence below is first constructed for an

agent of a company.

(17) <atagentOPJ>{x0}))J[<a>(company')>]D>

Here there is a single binding operator in store corresponding to the interpretation of a

company. Storing (17) in turn results in (18).

(18) <\Q.Q{x t)l<a f(agent'CXP.P{xo })),[<accompany*)>]0 > ] t >

The new sequence again has a single item in store derived from the previous interpreta-

tion (17). Translation now continues as before yielding the result:

(19)

At this stage, the S-Retrieval rule can be applied, but note that there is no longer

any choice as to how to proceed. In fact only the expression a*(agent'C\PJ>{xo})) is ini-

tially accessible to the rule. Following the first application the result is as shown in

(20a). with Storage Promotion ensuring that accompany) becomes available for retrieval.

A further application and the store is empty as in (20b) signaling that translation is com-

plete.

(20)
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a. <atagentrAPJP{xc>})XAAx1^eek'rXQ.Q{x1}Xj))X<a>(compajiy>)>]D>

b. <

The translation thus obtained is equivalent to (13) of section 3. The fact that S-

Retrieval cannot proceed in the opposite order guarantees that the unwanted reading (12)

cannot arise.

The example involving a pronoun can be treated in a like manner. The sentence is

repeated below along with a suitable representation.

(21)
a. Every sister of a boy hates him.
b.

Once again there is no choice as to which stored NP denotation may be retrieved

first. It is only possible to start with every*(sister*CAPJP{xe>})) and then retrieve a*(boy*)

following Storage Promotion. In consequence both occurrences of xo will become bound as

required.

5. Computational Issues and Summary.

Computational linguists have already taken advantage of Cooper's storage technique

for dealing with quantifier scope ambiguity in the design of natural language processing

systems [Gavron et al 1982] [Keller 1984]. The strategy is particularly appealing because

it relies on the principle of surface compositionality. enabling semantic representations to

be built up in parallel with syntactic analysis. In the Hewlett-Packard system of Gavron

et al, Cooper Storage is utilised in the generation of first order Logical Representations

during parsing. These Logical Representations are then mapped into expression of the

query language for HIRE, a relational database. This allows the further possibility of a

principled approach to ambiguity resolution on the basis of 'state of the world*

knowledge as. say. reflected in the database.

Nested Cooper Storage presents no particular difficulties with regard to implementa-

tion. Indeed, a substantially correct treatment of quantifier scope ambiguity which is



more restrictive than competing approaches in that it predicts fewer readings is clearly to

be favoured computationally. This point has been stressed by Hobbs and Shieber in a

recent paper [Hobbs and Shieber 1986] which presents a new algorithm for generating

quantifier scopings. Hobbs and Shieber specifically consider noun phrases introducing mul-

tiple quantifiers of the kind exemplified in section 3 of this paper. It is shown that in con-

trast to 'naive* algorithms which generate all possible permutations of quantifiers, the

new algorithm represents a considerable saving in computational effort. For example, a

naive approach to sentence (22) below, which introduces the five quantifiers some, every,

most, a and each predicts that it has no fewer than 120 (i.e. 5 factorial) readings.

(22) Some representatives of every department in most companies saw a few samples of
each product.

It should be clear from the discussion of Cooper Storage in section 2 of this paper

that any faithful implementation of Cooper's strategy will also be naive in this sense.

Modulo de dicto/de re ambiguities it will make precisely the same predictions. In fact, of

these 120 readings, only those 42 generated by the algorithm of Hobbs and Shieber turn

out to be valid. Again, in contrast to naive algorithms, a faithful implementation of

Nested Cooper Storage will generally predict fewer readings. Interestingly, it seems that it

will produce precisely those orderings of quantifiers generated by the Hobbs and Shieber

algorithm.

In summary, it has been demonstrated that Cooper Storage fails to provide a satis-

factory treatment of quantifier scope ambiguity in certain cases. More specifically, over-

generation can arise in the context of complex NP's. A proposed modification of Cooper's

translation strategy, involving a nested store and Storage Promotion overcomes this prob-

lem.

Aside from some limited assumptions regarding constituent structure Nested Cooper

Storage is not dependent upon a particular view of syntax nor even particular syntactic

analyses. The result is a principled approach to quantifier scope ambiguity compatible
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with much contemporary research on syntax. As such it should be clear that Nested

Cooper Storage makes no claims with regard to preferred readings. Yet a systematic

account of how native speakers choose a particular interpretation must surely proceed

from an empirically justified account of the available choices.

Finally it is noted that a substantially correct treatment of quantifier scope ambi-

guity which is more restrictive than previous approaches (in the sense that it predicts

fewer readings) is clearly to be favoured computationally. For this reason it is expected

that Nested Cooper Storage will be of interest to computational linguists.
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